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Abstract 

We have developed もhe Server-Client System for DI-Sh唱i which is an imperfl釘トinformation 酔me.

In an imperfect-information game, the server must no色 tr岨smi色岨y informa色ion that a player 個，nnot
a句uire by h加lherself in order 色o prevent them from cheating. Therefore it w踊 des抱ned 鉛 that

the client receiv舗もhe pie畑色hat the player can see, J，館、品ng all 曲.e other a時制s ofthe game もo be 
performed by the 飽rver.

Introduction 

DI (Dynamic Information) -Shogi is 阻 impem町M曲Irmation 伊皿e devised by Iida 回do也ers， and is 
也，e shogi version of 也，e DI-gam.e. An imperfect-information ga皿，eisag鉱ne which pl8i界注目 C組not 飢q凶re
ap制 of 出.e opponents' information. Sin偲 DI・Shogi h舗 the feature that 姐 opponent's pie偲伺.n be
seen wi出 effeω 初出.e player's pieces，色here is a limi色色o ahum岨 referee of giving informa'色ion. The 
compu加 is better s凶ed も0 伽色ask. Fùrもhermore， i色 cannot be played on 也e sam.e screen, in order 旬
avoid 田eing 也.e opponent's boa.rd. So, working伽ough 出.e network is nece郎町y， away from ea.ch other. 
so 也，e DI-Shogi 田町'er w踊 de四loped.

2 DI-Shogi 

DI-Shogi does not allow players 色0 邸quire the opponen旬， location information ex田p色白凶ain conditions 
are met. The only inform剖ion. which players have 郎関節句 is yom own pieces (on 曲.e bo凶姐din
h姐d) and am醐 (pie偲 ofoppon回)訓也 e島C色旬 its pie偲・ The 位am.ple of a gam.e screen is 品開nin
Figure 1. 

A凶ough 組 or他的血，ogi h踊 the rule ou伽;wing Ni釦 etc. ， DI shogi h槌 afew rules of its own lis凶
below: 

• The drop a opponent's pi叙:e・

• The move which req凶res a checkma飽食)r i飽 king

• The move which dc糊 no色 avoid a checkma七e

百七he関 fo叫s a.re ∞，mmi伽dmore 色，han 也e 制 number of times (defa由酬ing is 叫 eight)，出ey will be 
10節也.e gam.e on a foul. However, players c組側山由 own number(s) p削加也e match 舗 theyw凶.

3 DI-Shogi Server 

DI・Shogi needs 加 be played by the 鴎<IVer client model, in order 加 preve叫 players 金om che叫ing. The 
am.o叫 of information 位組smiも凶もo a client from a 田rver m醐制限伺ed 色刷 d 也.e pla~的[2].

The DI-Shogi server clien志 sy，前em is developed on 出.e basis of 曲.e above ∞'ndi志ion. The ∞'rre，甲onden伺
betw偶n 田rver-cli阻抱 is shown in Figure 2, Figure 3. 
A ∞nn配色ion demand is performed 仕om a clien色もo a 鴎円er u説ng a Java applet. The m伺臨伊

佐阻B凶悦，edaももhis time is ID and the pa8sword of a player. A即vera色胸旬， whenam舘脇ge i自前:quired.
The player whose ∞Innection w舗 permi伽d requires a ∞m叫ion pぽ回In li抗，組dch以閥s an opponent 
from 曲.ere. The serv紅白血飽n也 bo也 pla~s the 阻nounceml阻色 of 出e gam.e 錦町色組di色 begins.

An input of a move 位組smits a move 旬也e 田町er. The server judges whe出er the move is legal, a 
d駅北， or checkmaぬ. If it is 1曙;al，色he pie伺 whi也 a player 伺且脚，姐diもsp倒i色ion is 色rans凶伽d 加 a
client. If no色 le伊1， only the noti偲 of a foul is 位組阻i伽d 加出，e clien色.If也，emes臨酔 which received 
is no色白e notice of a あ叫，也，e clien色 will draw 由.e boa.rd which ca.rried out a move. 1色 di叩，lays using a 
dialog at 血e time ofa ch町k 姐.d a checkmate. At 曲.e ca腿 ofa fo叫， the dialog of 出e notiωofa fo叫 is
他played and i色 reql凶掴 another input. 
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Figure 1: The board of DI-Shogi 
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Figure 2: The exchange of the message till a game 

start Figure 3: The exchange of the message during a game 

4 Future Work 

This time only the service to players will be provided. A service to observer will not be provided to 
prevent cheating. However, watching the game should provide a different kind of excitement as well. 
Especially in 阻 imperfect-information game, the exci七ement would be changed by providing methods of 
the information もo observers. It is neces血ry to know what information should be given もo observers. 
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